Introduction
Solder alloys are widely used bonding materials in electronics industry. The reliability concerns for solder interconnections, which provide both mechanical and electronic connections, are rising with the increasing use of highly integrated components in portable electronic products [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . As shown in Fig. 1 , a typical ball grid array (BGA) component board usually consists of a silicone die, molding compound, solder interconnections, and printed wiring board (PWB). In service, all products are subjected to thermal cycles as a result of temperature changes due to component internal heat dissipation or ambient temperature changes. The existence of coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatches between dissimilar materials (about 16 ppm/°C for PWB and 2.5 ppm/°C for Si die [7] ) is the source of deformation and thermomechanical stress in the solder interconnection, which leads to the cracking of the interconnections and failures of the electronic devices. Since failure of solder interconnections is a typical failure mode in many electronic devices, the reliability and life time prediction of solder interconnections become crucial. Various reliability test and computer-aided simulations have been carried out to study the solder interconnection reliability [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . With the experimental and simulation results, a number of lifetime prediction models have been established and they can be classified into two main categories: strain-based and energy-based. For instance, the Engelmaier model is based on the total shear strain range, the Coffin-Manson model on the plastic strain, and the Darveaux model on the energy density [18] [19] [20] . However, microstructural changes in the bulk solder have not yet been included in any of the popular prediction models. Especially the microstructural changes associated with recrystallization and grain growth are of importance because they can significantly affect the mechanical properties and can cause recrystallization induced failure of solder interconnections [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . A new approach for lifetime prediction needs to be developed that takes into account the microstructural changes. In order to achieve this, the first step is to quantitatively study the recrystallization and grain growth occurring in solder interconnections.
In this chapter, the current understanding of the microstructural changes in solder interconnections is introduced, followed by a brief review of the Monte Carlo simulations of grain growth and recrystallization. Then, a new algorithm for predicting dynamic recrystallization in solder interconnections during thermal cycling tests is presented.
Microstructural changes of Sn-rich solder interconnections
The microstructure of a solder alloy has a very significant effect on its material properties. A brief introduction of the microstructural changes of tin (Sn) rich solder interconnections is addressed in this section. With the implementation of lead (Pb) free technology in microelectronics [27] , tin based lead-free solder alloys have replaced the traditional SnPb alloys. Currently, the three-component tin-silver-copper (SnAgCu) alloy with near-eutectic composition is the most widely used solder alloy. For simplicity, the following microstructural study focuses on one solder alloy with the composition Sn3.0Ag0.5Cu.
As-solidified microstructures of Sn-rich solder interconnections
After reflow the solder interconnections normally consist of relatively few solidification colonies (less than five) [28] . Micrographs of a typical as-solidified SnAgCu solder interconnection are presented in Fig. 2 . The boundaries between the contrasting areas, as seen in polarized light image in Fig. 2b are high-angle boundaries (larger than 15°) between matrixes of solidification colonies composed of Sn cells and Cu 6 Sn 5 and Ag 3 Sn particles. Within the colony boundaries, a uniformly oriented cellular solidification structure of tin is enclosed [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The cellular structure of tin is clearly distinguishable as cells are surrounded by eutectic regions. Besides the cellular structure, there are also some large Cu 6 Sn 5 and Ag 3 Sn bulk intermetallic compound (IMC) precipitates. 
Recovery and recrystallization of Sn-rich solder interconnections
For decades, the industry has used recrystallization to control microstructures, and static recrystallization of structural metals after deformation is probably the best understood recrystallization process [22] . On the other hand, dynamic recrystallization during cyclic deformation, which occurs in solder interconnections, has received much less attention and is still poorly understood. This is because the related microstructural events are highly complex from the microstructural point of view. The major understanding of this subject is briefly summarized as follows.
Thermal cycling tests with extreme temperatures in the range of about -40 °C to +125 °C are usually carried out to assess the reliability of electronic devices [35, 36] . During thermal cycling, the solder interconnections are under cyclic loading conditions. The induced thermomechanical stresses are often higher than the yield strength of the material, which leads to plastic deformation. A fraction of the energy associated with the plastic deformation of solder interconnections is stored in the metal, mainly in the form of dislocations. The stored energy is subsequently released during restoration, which can be divided into three main processes: recovery, primary recrystallization and grain growth. Recovery and recrystallization are two competing processes, which are driven by the increased internal energy of the deformed solder. Recovery decreases the driving force for recrystallization and thus hinders the initiation of recrystallization. In high stacking fault energy metals such as Sn, the release of stored energy takes place so effectively by recovery that recrystallization will not practically take place [22, 23] . Studies have shown that after a single deformation static recrystallization rarely occurs in Sn-rich solders [37] . However, under dynamic loading conditions such as in thermal cycling tests, recrystallization often takes place in the high stress concentration regions of solder interconnections [28, 38, 39] .
Experimental observations indicate that the microstructure of solder interconnections may change significantly during thermal cycling tests. The as-solidified microstructure can trans-form locally into a more or less equiaxed grain structure by recrystallization. An example is presented in Fig. 3 where the cross-section images of a solder interconnection after 6000 thermal cycles are shown. Part of the solder interconnection was recrystallized near the component side after 6000 thermal cycles (see Fig. 3b ). It is noteworthy that optical microscopy with polarized light shows the areas of different orientations with different colors and it is an excellent tool for observing the recrystallized region. In the recrystallized region a continuous network of high angle grain boundaries provides favorable sites for cracks to nucleate and to propagate intergranularly, which can lead to an early failure of the component. This kind of failure mode is regarded as the recrystallization-assisted cracking. More details can be found in the references [14, 26, 28] . 
Effect of intermetallic compound precipitates
In the near-eutectic SnAgCu alloys, mainly two kinds of IMC precipitates, Cu 6 Sn 5 and Ag 3 Sn, can form upon solidification. The size of intermetallic particles (IMPs) varies a lot: the small and finely distributed IMPs are located at the boundaries of tin cells (eutectic structure) while the relatively large IMPs are randomly distributed in the bulk solder. Fine particles usually prevent the motion of grain boundaries by exerting a pinning force, and therefore, suppress the progress of recrystallization. The influence of fine particles on recrystallization has been studied in earlier work, e.g. [40] . It is believed that fine particles do not remarkably affect the distribution of stored energy within the grains. However, coarse particles exert localized stress and strain concentrations due to the mismatch of mechanical properties and thermal expansion coefficients during thermal cycling. Dislocation density is increased in the particle-affected deformation regions, which provide favorable sites for nucleation of recrystallization.
Monte Carlo simulations
Many models have been developed to simulate microstructural evolution, such as vertex model, Monte Carlo (MC) Potts model, phase field model, and cellular automata (CA) model [22, 23, 41, 42] . For modeling recrystallization, the MC Potts model and CA model are perhaps the two most popular candidates. In general, the MC Potts model and CA model are similar to each other since both models include a lattice, use discrete orientations and describe stored energy in terms of a scalar stored energy term. The MC Potts model provides a convenient way to simulate the changes in microstructures and it has been successfully applied to simulate the recrystallization process in solder interconnections as well as in many other applications, e.g. [38, 39, [43] [44] [45] .
Monte Carlo simulation of grain growth
The MC grain growth simulation originates from Ising and Potts models for magnetic domain evolution [46] . The Ising model consists of two spin states, namely up and down, and the Potts model allows multiple states (Q states) for each particle in the system. The Potts model has been widely used for modeling material behaviors, such as grain growth and texture evolution, e.g. [47] [48] [49] .
During the MC grain growth simulation, a continuum microstructure is mapped onto a 2D MC lattice, which can be either triangular or rectangular lattice [50] . In order to initialize the lattice, an integer number S i (between 1 and Q) is assigned to each lattice site, where Q represents the total number of orientations in the system. Two adjacent sites with different grain orientation numbers are regarded as being separated by a grain boundary and each pair of unlike neighboring sites contributes a unit of grain boundary energy, J, to the system. A group of sites having the same orientation number and surrounded by grain boundaries are considered as a grain. The total energy of the system, E, is calculated by the grain boundary energy contributions throughout all the sites.
where the sum of i is over all N MC sites in the system, the sum of j is over all the nearestneighbor sites of the site i, and δ ij is the Kronecker delta.
The Monte Carlo method iteratively simulates the grain growth process by the following key steps [51] [52] [53] .
a. Choose a lattice site i in random b. If the selected site is an interior site, no reorientation will be tried. Go back to 'step a' c. If the selected site is at the grain boundary, its neighboring sites are checked. Assign a new orientation number to the site. The new orientation is limited to those orientations of the neighboring grains, and is weighted by the number of neighbors with the same orientation d. Calculate the energy change ∆ E associated the site orientation change e. If ∆ E is non-positive, the attempted reorientation is accepted, otherwise, the old orientation of the site is recovered f. Increment time regardless of whether the reorientation attempt is accepted or not g. Go to 'step a' until the end of the simulation
Monte Carlo simulation of recrystallization
The major differences between the simulation of recrystallization and grain growth are the bulk stored energy and the nucleation process. A fraction of the energy associated with the deformation of material is stored in the metal, mainly in the form of dislocations. The distribution of stored energy is heterogeneous, and therefore each site contributes an amount of stored energy, H(S i ), to the system. The total energy of the system, E, is calculated by summing the volume stored energy and the grain boundary energy contributions throughout all the sites.
In static recrystallization simulations, the stored energy of each site is positive for unrecrystallized sites and zero for recrystallized sites. However, in the case of dynamic recrystallization the stored energy is a function of both time and position as new energy is added to the lattice continuously.
The nucleation process is modeled by introducing nuclei (small embryos with zero stored energy) into the lattice at random positions. Embryos have orientations that differ from all the other grains of the original microstructure. Embryos can be added to the lattice at the beginning of the simulation or at a regular interval during the simulation. In the reorientation process, if the randomly selected site is unrecrystallized, it will be recrystallized under the condition that the total energy of the system is reduced. If the selected site is recrystallized, the reorientation process is a simulation of the nucleus growth process or the grain growth process.
Monte Carlo simulation of recrystallization with the presence of particles
The particles are normally introduced to the MC sites at the beginning of the simulation, and those sites have an orientation different from any other grains. The particles do not react, dissolve or grow during the simulation, and thereby are named as inert particles [50] . These assumptions have been proved to be effective, especially for small particles. However, the influence on nucleation stimulation should be considered for large particles. Large particles exert localized stress and strain concentrations and cause the increase of dislocation density in the particle-affected deformation regions, which provide favorable sites for nucleation of recrystallization.
Multiscale simulation algorithms
The treatment of heterogeneous nucleation and inhomogeneously deformed material remains a challenge for the MC method. Hybrid methods are needed to perform the task. As steps in this direction, Rollett et al. developed a hybrid model for mesoscopic simulation of recrystallization by combining the MC and Cellular Automaton methods [43] . Song et al. presented a hybrid MC model for studying recovery and recrystallization of titanium at various annealing temperatures after inhomogeneous deformation [44] . Yu et al. combined the MC method with the finite element (FE) method in order to simulate the microstructure of structural materials under forging and rolling [45] . However, most of the early studies are about the simulations of static recrystallization. Recently, Li et al. presented a hybrid algorithm for simulating dynamic recrystallization of solder interconnections during thermal cycling [38, 39] .
The details of the multiscale simulation of dynamic recrystallization of solder interconnections are presented as follows. The finite element method is utilized to model macroscale inhomogeneous deformation, and the Monte Carlo Potts model is utilized to model the mesoscale microstructural evolution. Compared to the in situ experimental observations, a correlation between real time and MC simulation time is established. In addition, the effects of intermetallic particles (Cu 6 Sn 5 and Ag 3 Sn) on recrystallization in solder matrix are included in the simulation.
Thermal cycling test and model assumptions
Thermal cycling (TC) tests are accelerated fatigue tests, which subject the components and solder interconnects to alternating high and low temperature extremes [35, 36] . The tests are conducted to determine the ability of the parts to resist a specified number of temperature cycles from a specified high temperature to a specified low temperature with a certain ramp rate and dwell time. A typical temperature profile for a TC test is shown in Fig. 4 . Each thermal cycle can be regarded as 'deformation + annealing' and TC tests normally last several thousand cycles before failures of the solder interconnections are detected. The algo-rithm of dynamic recrystallization is based on the principle that the stored energy of solder is gradually increased during each thermal cycle. Even though recovery consumes a certain amount of the energy, the net change of the energy is always assumed to be positive due to the fact that newly recrystallized grains appear after a certain number of thermal cycles. When a critical value of the energy is reached, recrystallization is initiated. The stored energy is released through the nucleation and growth of new grains, which gradually consume the strain-hardened matrix of high dislocation density.
Multiscale simulation process
In order to schematically describe the simulation process, a flow chart is shown in Fig. 5 . There are three major steps and all the key inputs for the simulation are listed in the boxes, which are on the left side of each step. In
Step I, the finite element method is employed to calculate the inelastic strain energy density of the solder interconnections under thermal cycling loads. As discussed above, it is assumed that the net increase of the stored energy takes place after every thermal cycle. In
Step II (scaling processes), the stored energy, as the driving force for recrystallization, is mapped onto the lattice of the MC model, and moreover, a correlation is established to convert real time to MC simulation time with the help of the in situ test results. In
Step III, the grain boundary energy and the volume stored energy are taken into consideration in the energy minimization calculations to simulate the recrystallization and grain growth processes. Furthermore, intermetallic particles are treated as inert particles and their influence on the distribution of stored energy is included. 
Finite element model
The 3-D finite element analysis (FEA) was performed with the help of the commercial finite element software ANSYS v.12.0. The model was built up according to the experimental setup where the ball grid array (BGA) components were cut along the diagonal line before the in situ test. A schematic drawing of the BGA component is shown in Fig. 6 . Symmetrical design of the component board enabled the employment of the one-fourth model of the package during FE calculation (see Fig. 7 ). The symmetry boundary conditions were applied to the symmetric surfaces as mechanical constraints, and the central node of the bottom of the PWB was fixed to prevent rigid body motion. Each solder interconnection was meshed with 540 SOLID185 elements as SOLID185 has plasticity, viscoplasticity, and large strain capabilities. The rest of the model was meshed with SOLID45 elements. The total number of nodes and elements of the model was 158424 and 134379, respectively. The SnAgCu solder was modeled by Anand's constitutive model with the parameters provided by Reinikainen et al. [54] . The Anand model is often used for modeling metals' behaviors under elevated temperature when the behaviors become very sensitive to strain rate, temperature, history of strain rate and temperature. The model is composed of a flow equation and three evolution equations that describes strain hardening or softening during the primary stage of creep and the secondary creep stage [55] . The inelastic strain energy is calculated by the integral of the stress with respect to the plastic strain increment.
In situ experiments
The in situ thermal cycling tests were carried out for the verifications. During the tests, the components were taken out of the test vehicle after every 500 cycles. The solder interconnections were repolished, examined, and then put back to the test vehicle to continue the test. The microstructures of the solder cross sections were examined by optical microscopy with polarized light, which shows the areas of different orientations with different colors (see Fig.  8 ). The boundaries between the areas of different contrast are the high angle grain boundaries. Fig. 8 (a) and Fig. 8 (b) present the typical microstructures of an outermost solder interconnection after solidification and after 1000 in situ thermal cycling test respectively, and Fig. 8 (c) is the close-up view of the recrystallized region. The dashed rectangle in Fig. 8 (b) shows the domain for the microstructural simulations.
Scaling processes
Generally speaking, there is no physically meaningful time and length scale in MC simulation, and therefore, it is difficult to compare the simulation results to experimental observations. Some calibration procedures are necessary in order to establish a relationship between real time and MC simulation time. Furthermore, the calculated inelastic strain energy needs to be converted to stored energy via a scaling process before being mapped onto the MC lattice. In the following, length scaling, time scaling and energy scaling are addressed respectively.
Length scaling
MC simulation does not model the behavior of single atoms and accordingly is performed at the mesoscale level. An MC lattice site represents a large cluster of atoms with the typical size being in the order of micrometers. The domain of the 2-D MC simulation covers the chosen region, which belongs to the cross section of the solder interconnection. For instance, the size of the MC domain in this case is a 200×200 square lattice, which covers the 185×185 μm 2 region. Thus, the unit boundary length of the MC model, s, equals 0.925μm. 
Time scaling
where R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature, and t is the time.
However, this time scaling process is not employed in the current study due to three main concerns. Firstly, the value of activation energy factor (Q m ) for tin is seldom reported in the literatures. Secondly, the time scaling is extremely sensitive to the value of Q m . As shown in Table 1 , a possible error of Q m (within the range from 20 to 107 kJ/mole) leads to a significant difference in time scale, which will finally result in unreliable simulation results. Thirdly, during each thermal cycle, the temperature alternates between a low temperature and a high temperature (e.g. from -40 ºC to 125 ºC, see Fig. 1 Besides the scaling approach in Eq. (3), other real time scaling approaches have also been developed and successfully applied to various applications. For instance, Safran et al. [56] set the time scale by multiplying the transition probability with a basic attempt frequency, and Raabe [57] scaled the real time step by a rate theory of grain boundary motion. One thermal cycle is defined as the unit of time instead of using seconds. In this way, the relatively complicated temperature change within a thermal cycle is simplified and included only in the FE simulation and not in the MC simulation. The physical meaning of c 1 is the number of Monte Carlo time steps required for the growth of the newly recrystallized grains during each simulation time interval (STI). A certain amount of external energy is added to the MC lattice at the beginning of each STI and the amount of energy is calculated according to a certain number of thermal cycles, i.e. c 2 . Therefore, the parameter c 2 can be considered as a time compression factor and the number of simulation time intervals is equal to t/c 2 .
A series of numerical experiments were carried out and the simulated microstructures were compared to Fig. 8 (c) in order to decide the suitable model parameters, c 1 and c 2 , in Eq. 4 for the time scaling process. In theory, the value of the time compression factor, c 2 , can range from 1 to N TC , where N TC is the total number of thermal cycles. A larger value of c 2 leads to a more efficient calculation with less accuracy. One extreme case is when c 2 equals N TC , and then, there will be only one simulation time interval and the process will be similar to a static recrystallization simulation. Considering efficiency and accuracy, c 2 was assumed to be 100 thermal cycles, making 10 simulation time intervals for the case N TC =1000. Besides c 2 , a number of different c 1 were studied. The microstructures of several typical values of c 1 are shown in Fig. 9 . A small value of c 1 , e.g. c 1 = 10 (see Fig. 9 (a) ) results in a small average grain size and immature microstructures, where newly introduced embryos do not have enough time to grow up. A large value of c 1 , for instance c 1 = 100 (see Fig. 9 (d) ), leads to a relatively large average grain size as well as long and narrow grain shapes. Fig 9 (c) is regarded as a good representative of the studied microstructure in terms of the similar average grain size and more or less equiaxed grain shapes. Hence, 'c 1 = 50' was used for the rest of the simulations. 
Energy scaling
In contrast to the situation in a static recrystallization process, the stored energy of the MC sites accumulates during dynamic loading. The correlation between the external work and the stored energy is discussed as follows. It is well known that a fraction of the external work, typically varying between 1% and 15%, is stored in the metallic material during deformation [58] . According to the parameter study carried out in [38] with considering the effect of recovery, the most suitable retained fraction, 5%, is used for the unrecrystallized region in the current MC simulation. Zero is assumed to be the retained fraction for the recrystallized region. This assumption is valid due to the fact that only primary recrystallization has been found in the experimental observation of solder interconnections. It should be mentioned that if non-zero retained fraction is used for the recrystallized region, the present model is capable of predicting secondary recrystallization, which may be applicable in other cases.
The energy scaling is based on the principle that the ratios of the volume stored energy to the grain boundary energy should be equated in the MC model and the physical system [51] . The driving force due to the grain boundary energy, P grgr , equals γ/<r>, where γ is the grain boundary energy per unit area and <r> is the mean grain radius. Since high angle grain boundaries are of interest to the present investigation, the value γ =0.164 J/m 2 is used for the high angle grain boundary energy of Sn [22] .
In the MC model, the driving force due to the stored energy density is given byP MC 
where γ MC and <r> MC are the grain boundary energy per unit and the mean grain radius in the MC model, respectively. Each unlike pair of nearest neighboring sites contributes a unit of grain boundary energy J to the system. Because of the existence of the length scale factor, s, an ideal prediction should satisfy the requirement that the mean grain radiuses in the model and in the physical system are equal, <r> MC =<r>.
In the physical system, the ratio of the volume stored energy to the grain boundary energy per unit volume is vol vol
In the MC model, the ratio is given by
Equating the ratios of the model and the physical system, and rearranging, gives
The increment of H can be easily calculated by Eq. (8), where s and γ are known parameters. 
Nucleation
Nucleation stage is very crucial for the simulation of recrystallization. The recrystallization process is modeled by introducing nuclei (small embryos with zero stored energy) into the lattice at a constant rate, i.e. continuous nucleation. According to the locations of the valid nuclei, the nucleation is non-uniform. Although the locations of nuclei are randomly chosen, the volume stored energy of the chosen sites has to be larger than the critical stored energy, H cr , before the nuclei are placed in their sites. In this way, the sites with high stored energy (e.g. near interfaces, grain boundaries, and IMPs) will have a high probability of nucleation. The critical stored energy, H cr , is set to be 2J so that a single-site isolated embryo can grow as a new grain. Detailed discussion about the critical stored energy and critical embryo size were presented in the reference [51] .
Treatment of large intermetallic particles
The intermetallic particles in SnAgCu solder are mainly Cu 6 Sn 5 and Ag 3 Sn. The size of IMPs varies a lot and only coarse IMPs (particle size of 1 μm or above) are studied in the MC simulation. Zener-type particle pinning is not considered in the current model for the sake of simplicity. It is believed that fine particles do not remarkably affect the distribution of stored energy within the grains; however, coarse particles exert localized stress concentrations due to the mismatch of mechanical properties and thermal expansion coefficients. The large particles have a significant influence on stimulating nucleation.
The IMPs are introduced into the MC simulation as inert particles. They are assigned an orientation different from any of the surrounding grains and are not allowed to be reoriented during the simulation. Thus, the inert particles do not grow or move. To include the IMPs in the FE model is not realistic and too computationally expensive in view of the fact that the size and shape of IMPs vary a lot and the locations of IMPs are randomly distributed in the bulk solder. Instead, the size of the particle-affected deformation region is estimated and an energy amplification factor (EAF) distribution is introduced in order to consider the effects of IMPs.
A 2-D FE simulation was carried out to study the particle-affected deformation region and the energy amplification factor distribution. The model was composed of a solder matrix (25×25 μm   2 ) and a round IMP (radius = 5 μm). The material properties of the relatively soft solder matrix and the hard IMP were from the reference [59] . The loading was defined by applying the displacement on the top and right edges, i.e. bi-axial tension. The von Mises stress at the edges was not influenced by the IMP, and thereby, it was defined as one unit for the sake of normalization. The calculated stress contour and the 'EAF vs. distance' curve are shown in Fig. 10 . According to the FE simulation results, the following assumptions are made with the purpose of treating IMPs in the MC simulation. Within a distance of approximately one particle radius, the calculated stored energy is amplified by a certain energy amplification factor before mapped onto the Monte Carlo lattice. The EAF for the site close to the IMP is about '1.12' and the EAF decreases linearly to '1'for the site more than one radius distance away from the IMP. In order to realize this, a new matrix storing the EAF distribution is introduced to the Monte Carlo algorithm. Every time the stored energy of a site is updated during the recrystallization simulation, the energy increment is multiplied by the associated EAF before being added to the site. By introducing the EAF, stored energy density close to IMPs is higher than usual, leading to a higher driving force for nucleation and growth of recrystallized grains. Thus, the particle stimulated nucleation is well taken into consideration in the MC simulation. 
Simulation results and experimental verifications

Simulation with no presence of IMPs
A solder interconnection was selected to verify the performance of the presented algorithm. The interconnection was the second diagonal solder interconnection from the right end as shown in Fig. 7 . The heterogeneous deformation of the interconnection after 1000 thermal cycles is shown in Fig. 11 (a) . The image was taken with bright light before repolishing. The persistent slip bands are visible in the image, which show the severe plastic deformation near the interface on the component side. The distribution of the heavily deformed regions agrees well with the calculated inelastic strain energy density distribution (see Fig. 11 (b) ). This agreement verifies that the energy input for the microstructural simulation is valid. The dashed rectangle in Fig. 11 (b) shows the domain of the following microstructural simulation.
Different from the experimental observations, the Monte Carlo simulation results offer a continuing process of the microstructural evolution. Three snapshots from the MC simulation with a time interval, 500 thermal cycles (TCs), are shown in Fig. 12 . On the left side of the simulated microstructures, the related micrographs are presented. According to the simulation results, the incubation time for the recrystallization is about 400 TCs. During the incubation period, the stored energy is accumulated, but the magnitude remains below the critical value. As a result, no new grains are formed before 400 TCs. The upper right corner of the solder interconnection is the location where the highest inelastic strain energy is concentrated (see Fig. 11 (b) ). It is this very same location where the magnitude of the stored energy first exceeds the critical value and recrystallization is initiated (see Fig. 12 (a) and Fig.  12 (d)) . Then, as shown in Fig. 12 (e) , the recrystallized region expands towards the lower left of the interconnection, which is in good agreement with the experimental finding (see Fig. 12 (b) ). By comparing Fig. 12 (e) and 12 (f), it is found that the migration rate of the recrystallization front slows down during the period from 1000 TCs to 1500 TCs due to the decreasing driving force in the lattice. In the micrograph, Fig. 12 (c) , cracks and voids are obvious, meaning that the continuity assumption of the finite element model is no longer valid. Therefore, the difference between the experimental finding and the simulated microstructure, Fig. 12 
Simulation with presence of IMPs
There was no obvious IMP-affected recrystallization in any of the in situ samples. Most of the observed recrystallized microstructures were located close to the interface region where the stored energy density was the highest. In order to focus on the influence of the IMPs and exclude the effects of the heterogeneous energy distribution, a uniform stored energy density distribution was assumed during the simulation. The assumption is valid when the calculation domain is located in the center part of the solder interconnection, where the energy magnitude is relatively low and energy distribution is quite uniform. Furthermore, the ener-gy amplification factors introduced in Section 4.5.3 were used to increase the energy around the IMPs. Figure 12 . a), (b), and (c) are experimentally observed microstructures of the same location; (d), (e), and (f) are simulated microstructures after 500, 1000, and 1500 thermal cycles respectively [39] .
A micrograph from a normal thermal cycling test was used to verify the simulation results (see Fig. 13 (a) ). The sample was examined after 5000 TCs and the micrograph was taken from the center of the cross section. The major IMPs were highlighted in Fig. 13 (a) for easy recognition and Fig. 13 (b) was used as the initial microstructure for the microstructural simulation. As compared with in situ samples, solder interconnections in normal thermal cycling tests experience moderate plastic deformation, and thereby, require long incubation time for recrystallization.
Four snapshots (after 1500, 3000, 4000, and 5000 TCs respectively) of the simulated microstructural evolution are presented in Fig. 14 . Since there are no interfaces and pre-existing grain boundaries in the calculation domain, the intermetallic particles are the most favorable sites for nucleation in this case. The particle stimulated nucleation is shown in the simulation results and the initiation of recrystallization near the IMPs is clearly visible in Fig. 14  (a) . The growth of the new grains at the expense of the strain-hardened matrix is presented in Fig. 14 (b)-(d) . After 4000 TCs, since the whole matrix is consumed by the recrystallized grains and most of the stored energy is released, there is practically no difference between Fig. 14 (c) and Fig. 14 (d) . Furthermore, it is found that the IMPs tend to located at the grain boundaries or triple junctions of the new grains as a result of the energy minimization calculation, which is consistent with the experimental results (see Fig. 13 (a) ). 
Conclusions
In this chapter, the current understanding of the microstructural changes in solder interconnections was introduced, followed by a brief review of the Monte Carlo simulations of grain growth and recrystallization. A new algorithm for predicting dynamic recrystallization in solder interconnections during thermal cycling tests was presented. The algorithm was realized by combining a Potts model based Monte Carlo method and a finite element method. The correlation between real time and MC simulation time was established with the help of the in situ test results. Recrystallization with the presence of intermetallic particles in solder matrix was simulated by introducing the energy amplification factors in the particle-affected deformation regions. The algorithm predicts the incubation period of the recrystallization as well as the growth tendency of the recrystallized region, which are in good agreement with the experimental findings. Although the research for the microstructural simulation of solder interconnections is still at its primary stage, the presented algorithm shows potential for better reliability assessment of solder interconnections used in the electronics industry.
